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For our research project we tested the effect of the increase of 
dopamine eighth grade girls’ test scores by having the same group of 
girls come back for three separate days. On the first day they took a 
simple math test, on the second day they did an easy workout, then a 
simple test, and on the last day they did a hard workout, then a simple 
test. The tests had very similar content, so the participants were unable 
to use their memory of the previous test to improve their scores. Each 
girl’s data was slightly different, but followed generally the same 
pattern, average wise. After averaging the scores we used them to 
compare data for the final submission. It supported our research 
question negatively and positively. Between the first two days, there 
was a decrease in the average of scores, but between the last two days, 
there was an increase in the average of scores. At first, it seemed that 
our claim, it would positively affect the scores, seemed incorrect, by 
the end it seemed 50/50. We came to the conclusion that the first 
workout was not nearly enough of a workout to affect the test scores 
as it was short and easy. However, the other workout was much harder 
and longer, which was enough of a workout for the participants’ brains 
to release enough dopamine to raise their test scores. all in all, we 
discovered that the longer you decide to workout before a test, the 
higher your test score will be. 

Our research project consisted of studying how dopamine affects the test scores of 
female middle school students. We learned that physical activity is likely to help children 
perform better in school. It can improve the blood flow to the brain and raises levels of 
norepinephrine and endorphins (like dopamine), which may reduce stress levels and have 
a calming effect on students, and potentially results in more academic or social 
achievement. It was determined in multiple studies from 1984 to 2004 that exercise may 
ultimately improve the overall physical and mental health of students, which as of yet has 
had a varying effect on academic achievement. Our interest in the experiment lies in how 
Marlborough students, specifically teenagers in the eighth grade, could improve their test 
results. We find this interesting because this could affect one’s academic success, and no 
matter how drastic, it could increase the chances of getting into colleges and ultimately 
leading a successful career.

For our project, we first needed human participants to 
carry out the workouts we planned. For the workouts, we 
needed some equipment that was available at the workout 
center at Marlborough.Some of these items included a few 
treadmills, a few ellipticals, and lastly weights. The final 
component for our research project was printed out math tests 
that the subjects would take after the workout. The easy 
workout was around 10 minutes and then the harder workout 
was around 20 minutes, each with a seperate 5 minute warm up 
period. One group would just take the printed math test, and 
then, later on, that same group would use the exercise 
equipment to raise their dopamine levels. After that, they take 
the printed out tests, and hopefully, their test scores would 
increase. 

Due to some complications, we were only able to get 
two consistent participants but their results still helped 
us reach a conclusion for our research question. The 
same group of people took a math test, then on a later 
date, did a workout and then a math test, and then on 
an even later date, did an even harder workout and 
took a math test. After we had graded all of the tests 
we compared the scores to each other. Comparing the 
non-workout day and the easy workout day, we 
discovered that there was a small decrease in both the 
girls’ scores. Then as we compared the scores of the 
easy workout day and the hard workout day, we 
noticed that there was a slight increase in their scores. 
Both comparisons supported our research question, but 
in different ways, one was in a negative way and the 
other in a positive way. 

With this project, we learned that the chemical dopamine (developed in 
your brain when exercising)  has some sort of impact on regular and 
standardized test-taking. We gathered our data by creating two math tests of the 
same difficulty (Algebra content that all of us learned at one point) and two 
workout routines of different difficulty (easy and hard). Then, we gathered 
student participants to first take the test excluding the workout routines. One 
student got a 45% and the other a 73% with an average of 59%. On another 
day, we had the participants take part in one of the workouts (easy or hard) 
before they took the Algebra test. We knew that our question was relevant, but 
the data surprised us. Initially, we thought that the test scores would be average 
without a workout preceding it because it makes sense to do well on something 
serious once you’ve let out your adrenaline. However, the test scores were 
lower after doing the easier workout but increased drastically after the more 
difficult one. On the second day one got a 25% and the other a 55% with an 
average of 53%. Then on the last day they got 60% and a 65% with an average 
of 63%. The one thing that negatively affected the project was the lack of 
participants. We were only able to get two, which drastically affected our data, 
but still somewhat backed our research question. 
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The purpose of this experiment is to see how physical activity changes students’ 
cognitive patterns. Exercise has been shown to affect the academic success of students, but 
we wanted to test it out for ourselves. Some people do not have access to proper exercise 
equipment so during our experiment we included workouts that could be done without 
them. If our findings proved that physical activity did in fact have positive results, future 
test takers could find more accessible workouts. By proving that physical activity can 
improve the educational prosperity of people who may experience stress around exams, our 
research project could eventually increase the average test scores of Marlborough students 
and assist others in making thoughtful decisions around exercise and academia.
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Students Day 1 
(w/o 
Workout)
Test score 
(%)

Day 2 (w/ 
Workout)
Test score 
(%)

Day 3 (W/ 
Diff. 
Workout) 
test scores 
(%) 

Participant 
#1 45% 25% 60%
Participant 
#2 73% 55% 65%
Average 59% 53% 63%
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